ENPCOM
European network for the promotion of the Covenant of Mayors
Program 4th event:
The enhancement of the role of citizens: good daily energy practices, their inclusion in the SEAP and exploitation of results

Quartu Sant’Elena, 26-29 March 2015

Thursday 26th March
18.00-23.00 Arrival of delegations

Friday 27th March
9.00-13.00 At City hall of Municipality Quartu Sant’Elena
Welcome greetings:
Mauro Contini, Mayor of Quartu Sant’Elena
Bruno Manzi, President of the federal council of Legautonomie
Giuseppe Cappai, President of Focus Europe

Session I: THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SARDINIA REGION
The smart city project “Comuni in classe A”: the Region supporting municipalities, Patrizia Lombardo, Service Director for the coordination of policies for CO2 reduction -Sardinia Region

The promotion of citizens’ good practices: from participation to actions’ implementation, Emanuela Manca, sociologist Sardegna Ricerche, technical support Smart city project

Session II: COMPARISON BETWEEN LOCAL EXPERIENCES
Speakers:
Local authorities
Enpcom Project partners
Local associations

13.30 Lunch at Quartu Sant’Elena

15.00 – 17.00 Visit to Molentargius Saline Regional Park by ecobus and bike
(http://www.sardegnaturismo.it/en/point-of-interest/regional-nature-park-molentargius-saline)

18.00: Cultural visit to archeological museum of Cagliari: Exhibition of Giants of Monte Prama

20:30 Dinner at Cagliari

Saturday 28th March

10:00-12:00 At city hall of Province of Cagliari

Workshop: “The new tools available to local communities: web platforms and Social Networking”,

Maria Fabiani - Capitale Lavoro spa, Metropolitan city of Rome

12:30 – 15:00 Transfer and typical Sardinian lunch at Sant’Andrea Frius

15:30-17.30 Visit to Sardinia Radio telescope-SRT (http://www.srt.inaf.it/)

17.30 Transfer to Soleminis and cultural visit

20:30 Dinner at Soleminis

Sunday 29th March

10.00- 12.00

End of project and preparation of final document

Departure